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Abstract: There is a constant gap between demand and supply in the energy scenario in India. The 
installed capacity of power in the country is about 1, 30,000 MW. According to reliable sources, there 
is a deficit of 9,000 MW every year. A lot of interest is being shown in harnessing renewable energy 
sources in the country not to replace the conventional energy sources but to supplement them. Among 
the renewable energy sources, wind is the most matured and clean energy source. The incentives 
provided by the Government and India and different state governments helped India to rise to the 4th 
position globally next only to Germany, Spain and USA. The country’s wind installations stood at 
5300 MW at the end of March 2006 and Tamil Nadu state has the lion’s share with 3300 MW. 
Identifying more windy sites through GIS, creating ‘Wind Fund’ to provide finances to set up wind 
farms, wind farm co-operatives stressed in the paper. Linking incentives to production for optimum 
efficiency of wind turbines suggested in the paper. The current status and past progress of wind energy 
in India compared to other countries around the globe. 
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Introduction 
 
In India wind energy was first tapped in the 1950s for its potential to pump water for domestic use and 
for irrigation as an alternative to electric/diesel pump sets. Wind pumps were imported on a modest 
scale and installed on an experimental basis at a number of sites. A National Water Pumping Windmill 
Demonstration Programme was subsequently introduced by the Government of India during the 
6th(1980-85) and 7th(1986-91) plan periods and about 2,800 units of the 12-PU-500 wind pumps for 
shallow well water pumping were installed around the country. In addition, over 200 indigenously 
developed gear type pumping units have also been installed in 9 states under an Operational Research 
Programme (ORP). Unfortunately, due to various technical and nontechnical reasons, the 12-PU-500 
could not succeed except in some regions.  
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A Wind Resource Assessment Programme was taken up in 1985, comprising wind monitoring, wind 
mapping and complex terrain projects. The programme covered 25 states with over 600 stations (1-
6).The original impetus to develop wind energy in India came in the early 1980s from the then 
Department of Non-Conventional Energy Sources, now known as the Ministry of Non-Conventional 
Energy Sources(MNES). Its purpose is to encourage a diversification of fuel sources away from the 
growing demand for coal, oil and gas required to feed the country’s rapid economic growth. MNES 
undertook an extensive study of the wind regime, establishing a countrywide network of wind speed 
measurement stations. These have made it possible to assess the national wind potential and identify 
suitable areas for harnessing wind power for commercial use. The total potential for wind power in 
India was first estimated in 1990 as 45,000 MW The growth of Wind energy since 1980 along with 
other countries is presented in Table 1. 
 
Incentives 
 

The fiscal incentives extended by the Indian Government to the wind energy sector: 
• Direct taxes – 80% depreciation in the first year of installation of a project. 
• Tax holiday for 10 years 
• No income tax to be paid on power sales to utilities. 
• FDI investments are cleared very fast. 
 
Table 1 Wind electricity – General capacity by country and world total, 1980-2005 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source : Compiled by Earth Policy Institute from World watch Institute, Signposts 2001, CD-Rom (Washington, DC : 
2001) ;Worldwatch Institute, Signposts 2004, CD-Rom (Washington, DC : 2004) ; Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), 
“Record year for Wind Energy : Global Wind Power Market Increased by 40.5% in 2005”, press release (Brussels :  
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17 February 2006) ; GWEC, “Global Wind Power Continues Expansion”, press release (Brussels : 4 March 2005) ; 
American Wind Energy Association, Global Wind Energy Market Report (Washington, DC : 2000-2004).  
 
MNES has also issued guidelines to all state governments to create an attractive environment for the 
export,purchase,wheeling and banking of electricity generated by wind power projects. Renewable 
Purchase Obligation or RPO as it is commonly known is a mechanism that makes purchase of 
electricity generated by renewable energy sources obligatory for all electricity utilities. The 
mechanism is an important provision that comes in the wake of Section 86(1)(e) and Section 61(S) of 
the Electricity Act, (EA) 2003, which stipulates that State Electricity Regulatory 
Commissions(SERCs) shall promote co-generation and generation of electricity from renewable 
energy sources by providing suitable measures for connectivity with the grid; sale of electricity to any 
person; specify percentage of the total consumption of electricity in the area of a distribution licensee; 
specify terms and conditions for determination of tariff, etc. The National Electricity Policy notified by 
the Ministry of Power,GoI,vide notification dated 12 February 2005, also stresses the need to increase 
the share of electricity from renewable sources, as prescribed by SERCs.Status of RPO in different 
Indian States is presented in Table 2. 
 
   Table 2 Status of RPO in Indian states 
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Source: Green Energy, World Institution of Sustainable Energy Vol.2 No.1 Jan-Feb 2006 17-18. 
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Incentives for Wind Energy promotion offered by different state governments are presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3 Incentives offered by different state governments 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
IUS$ = Rs 45 
 

 
Wind turbine manufacturers in India 
Over the past years, both the government and the wind power industry have succeeded in injecting 
greater stability into the Indian market. This has encouraged larger private and public sector 
enterprises to invest. It has also stimulated a stronger domestic manufacturing sector; some companies 
now source more than 80% of the components for their turbines in India. This has resulted both in 
more cost effective production and in creating additional local employment. Most recently, some 
Indian manufacturers have started to export their products.  
 
The major players in wind turbine manufacture are Suzlon, Enercon, NEG Micon, Vestas RRB, 
Pioneer Asia, GE etc., The geographical spread of Indian wind power has so far been concentrated in 
few regions especially in the southern state of Tamil Nadu which accounts for 33300 MW out of the 
country’s wind installations of 5300 MW. Karnataka, Rajasthan, Maharashtra are starting to catch up. 
The Indian government envisaged a capacity addition of around 5,000 MW by 2012. 
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Some suggested measures to promote large scale wind farms  
 
Wind farm co-operatives 
In India, most of the wind farms are set up by big industries mainly as a tax shelter plan. Unless wind 
projects are mass based, it is hardly possible to get the political support besides resources to support  
wind projects. Comparatively, wind energy development in Denmark is worth emulating in India. 
About 75% of the wind turbines in Denmark are owned by local associations and private individuals 
(7). More than 100,000 families are involved as shareholders. Over the past decade, the popularity of 
wind turbines had grown to such an extent that today they cater for a substantial percent of the 
country’s total electricity consumption. This, in turn, provided an excellent basis for renewed 
community spirit and the growth of interest in energy and environment issues. In India Wind farm co-
operatives can be promoted on the lines of those in Denmark.  
 
Wind fund 
There is the need to create more financial support avenues to promote large scale wind farms. A ‘wind 
fund’ in line with the one in UK can be created in India to support wind projects. Such a fund will 
provide equity finance for small-scale wind energy projects and will offer investment 
 
Geographic information systems for wind sitting 
Latest methods like Geographical Information Systems (GIS) have to be utilized for large area 
screening of prospective sites for wind power development. Wind speeds at the height of a wind 
turbine depend strongly on terrain elevation, exposure, slope, and orientation to prevailing winds, 
which can be calculated from a GIS-based Digital Elevation Model (DEM). In addition, with the 
appropriate database, a GIS can account for other factors that affect wind site suitability, such as the 
distance to transmission lines, proximity to protected areas, and type of vegetation cover. 
 
Off-shore wind farms 
In Europe Off-shore wind farms have contributed to the success of wind energy exploitation. Off-shore 
wind farms produce on an average produce 30% more energy compared to On-shore. Moreover with 
Megawatt size wind turbines available, it is sensible to install them off-shore on large scale. In India a 
beginning can be made to identify windy sites off-shore to erect large wind turbines 
 
Conclusions and Prognosis  
 
The potential of wind energy in India is large. Apart from on-shore wind turbines, possibilities of off-
shore should be exploited. In Europe off-shore wind farms are quite successful. Costs have to come 
down further, requiring development of advanced flexible concepts and dedicated off-shore wind 
energy systems. Although wind-generated electricity is an intermittent resource, it can be transformed 
to base load power supply if combined with energy storage. For compressed air storage the additional 
costs may be limited to about $0.01 a kilowatt-hour, opening the possibility of exploiting good wind 
resources remote from markets. With improved design for wind turbines, financial package, political 
will to support large-scale wind projects through public sector undertakings, and a remunerative price 
for wind generated electricity, it is hoped that wind energy will play a supplementary role to meet the 
growing power demands in the country in general, and Tamil Nadu in Particular. 
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